Scaling laws in NMR scattering via dipolar fields.
Breaking translational symmetry in magnetostatics imparts a scale dependence that is commonly investigated in physics (W. Warren et al., 1993, Science 262, 2005-2008). An interesting and important example arises in nuclear magnetic resonance studies involving the dipolar mean field of adjacent nuclear spins where the scattering (transfer of spatial spin gratings) via intermolecular macroscopic fields carries a signature of the local spatial distribution of the spin density. For arbitrary geometry, the inverse problem of extracting this spin distribution from experiments is intractable. Here we point out a simple, universal crossover in the scaling behavior at the sample's characteristic length scale, xi, of the species fluctuations in the sample along the measurement direction. This behavior is observed experimentally in an oil-water emulsion, an important representation of complex, heterogeneous, soft matter.